Tornado hits San Antonio...South Central Texas Soaks Up Some Much Needed Rain

A strong low pressure system over the western United States moved east over the weekend, helping to trigger showers and thunderstorms over South Central Texas on Saturday and Sunday, the 8th and 9th of October. The activity increased Saturday night as a large cluster of thunderstorms moved in from the west. The storms brought welcome rains across all of South Central Texas with widespread rain totals of 2 to 4 inches along with a few isolated spots reporting over 6 inches of rain. Along with some minor flooding issues, the storms also brought a tornado to the San Antonio area. There had not been a confirmed tornado in Bexar County since July of 2008.
During the early morning hours on Sunday October 9, 2011, a tornado touched down at approximately 112 am on the southwest side of San Antonio. The tornado appears to have initially set down in the Ridgestone subdivision just south of Median Base Road near Loop 410. The tornado and parent thunderstorm then moved north northwest through the subdivision causing scattered damage to roofs, fences, and any item that wasn’t tied down like trampolines and BBQs. This is also where a resident captured video of the tornado as it left the neighborhood and headed north.

Below you can see a still image of the tornado, seen as lightning highlights the tornado in the background. The photo is courtesy of the Daniel Martinez family and is taken via cell phone from the front of the Ridgestone subdivision looking north after the tornado had crossed through the neighborhood.

**Radar image taken at 110 am Sunday morning showing showers and thunderstorms over the western half of Bexar County.**
The tornado crossed Medina Base Road and headed north northwest into another neighborhood and affected residences along Heathers Cove. More roof and fence damage was observed. Here you can see the full force of flying debris with a section of fence skewered into a roof.

The tornado traveled up toward Valley Hi drive and caused additional damage along Parallel Road with several residences seeing damage to trees, carports, roofs, and vehicles. In one instance, a large section of roof was torn off a residence and thrown underneath a nearby car. The two pictures below were taken along Flair Drive.
The tornado continued to head north, crossed Aldrich Drive and went behind the U.S. Post office (5510 SW Loop 410) near the corner of Loop 410 and Valley Hi Drive. This corner has several businesses along with an H.E.B. grocery store. Several eyewitnesses at H.E.B. saw the tornado move through the parking lot and cause subsequent damage to over 20 postal trucks that were parked in the back of the Post Office. While several trucks were untouched, an entire row of vehicles were thrown up to 30 yards into another adjacent parking lot and grassy field. Fifteen postal trucks were a total loss. The postal building itself sustained little damage. The postal trucks weigh 2200 pounds each, showing the strength of wind associated with the tornado. This is where the tornado likely reached its peak intensity. The assessment of wind speed is still part of the ongoing investigation with this tornado track.
The tornado flipped over a garbage dumpster and sent a tree limp into the side of a business before crossing Valley Hi Drive. Flying debris is what typically kills people in tornadoes. Even winds as little as 50 mph can send items through the air, projectiles that will act like deadly missiles…don’t get caught outside. Seek shelter indoors away from windows. There were several examples along this tornado track of projectiles penetrating roofs, cars, and windows.

The tornado crossed Valley Hi Drive where it produced mainly shingle and roof damage to two office buildings before moving over or very near the Sam Rayburn Middle School. While the school itself only suffered minor roof damage, there was damage to the construction site where a new school addition was being built.

Just north of the school, a home lost a section of roof at the corner of Cedarhurst and Gage Drives. The tornado then shifted a bit to the right of its northward track and crossed several more streets, causing more tree and roof damage to several residences. The tornado appears to have lifted or dissipated near the intersection of Springvale Drive and Allenhurst Drive.
The Track...

Preliminary Track information...

* Location ...1 to 1.5 miles west of Lackland AFB
* Beginning Lat/Lon...29.366 N / -98.632 W
* Ending Lat/Lon.......29.392 N / -98.642 W
* Path Length...........2 MILES
* Maximum Width......50 YARDS
* Injuries/deaths.......None
* Estimated Start Date/Time...112 am October 9 2011
* Estimated End Date/Time.....117 am October 9 2011
* Maximum Winds/EF Scale.....EF1...peak winds 90-100 mph. Majority of damage path was 70-85 mph (EF0).
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...UPDATE...EF1 TORNADO RATING FOR SAN ANTONIO TORNADO...

* EVENT DATE/TIME.....OCTOBER 9 2011...110 AM
* EVENT LOCATION......1.5 MILES SOUTHWEST OF LACKLAND AFB TO 1 MILE WEST OF LACKLAND AFB
* EF RATING...........EF1
* BEGINNING LAT/LON...29.366 N / -98.632 W
* ENDING LAT/LON......29.392 N / -98.642 W
* PATH LENGTH.........2 MILES
* MAXIMUM WIDTH.......50 YARDS

UPDATE...THE NWS SURVEY HAS CONCLUDED THAT THE TORNADO REACHED ITS PEAK INTENSITY AS AN EF1 TORNADO. EVIDENCE SUGGESTS THAT THE TORNADO WAS ON THE LOW END OF THE EF1 SCALE WITH ESTIMATED PEAK WINDS OF 90 TO 100 MPH.

---PREVIOUS NOTES----

THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE CONDUCTED A DAMAGE SURVEY ON SUNDAY OCTOBER 9TH AND MONDAY OCTOBER 10TH. THE TRACK OF THE TORNADO WAS ADJUSTED SOUTH SLIGHTLY FROM PREVIOUS TRACK ESTIMATES BASED ON DAMAGE IN THE RIDGESTONE SUBDIVISION WHICH IS LOCATED JUST SOUTH OF MEDINA BASE ROAD IN SOUTHWEST SAN ANTONIO. THIS ADJUSTMENT GIVES AN OVERALL TORNADO PATH LENGTH OF 2 MILES. MAXIMUM WIDTH WAS 50 YARDS. ESTIMATES SHOW THE TORNADO FIRST DROPPING DOWN AROUND 110 AM SUNDAY MORNING.

THE FIRST DAMAGE APPEARED IN THE RIDGESTONE SUBDIVISION WITH SEVERAL HOMES EXPERIENCING ROOF DAMAGE...BLOWN DOWN FENCES...LOST SHINGLES...AND THROWN OBJECTS SUCH AS TRAMPOLINES. THE TORNADO THEN MOVED NORTH NORTHWEST AND CROSSED MEDINA BASE ROAD WHERE MORE ROOF AND FENCE DAMAGE WAS NOTED ALONG HEATHERS COVE. THE TORNADO TRAVELED JUST TO THE EAST OF LOOP 410 ALONG PARALLEL DRIVE AND PRODUCED DAMAGE TO TREES...CARPORTS...ROOFS...AND VEHICLES. SOME OF THE DAMAGE WAS CAUSED BY FLYING DEBRIS.

THE TORNADO CONTINUED NORTH NORTHWEST AND HIT NEAR THE US POST OFFICE (5510 SW LOOP 410) POSTAL TRUCKS WERE TOSSED FROM THE PARKING LOT BEHIND THE POST OFFICE. 22 TRUCKS WERE DAMAGE AT THE FACILITY WITH 15 OF THE TRUCKS BEING A TOTAL LOSS. THIS DAMAGE IS AN INDICATOR OF WHERE THE TORNADO LIKELY REACHED ITS PEAK INTENSITY. THERE WERE SEVERAL WITNESSES TO THE TORNADO INCLUDING EMPLOYEES AT THE NEARBY heb GROCERY STORE...ALONG WITH SAN ANTONIO FIRE DEPARTMENT.

THE TORNADO CROSSED VALLEY HI DRIVE WHERE IT DID SOME DAMAGE TO TWO OFFICE BUILDINGS ALONG VALLEY HI DRIVE BEFORE MOVING OVER OR VERY NEAR THE SAM RAYBURN MIDDLE SCHOOL. THE SCHOOL ITSELF SUFFERED ONLY MINOR ROOF DAMAGE...WITH MORE DAMAGE BEING SEEN BEHIND THE SCHOOL WHERE A NEW SCHOOL BUILDING IS UNDER CONSTRUCTION. JUST NORTH OF THE SCHOOL...A HOME LOST A SECTION OF ROOF AT THE CORNER OF CEDARHURST AND GAGE DRIVES. THE TORNADO APPEARS TO HAVE THEN SHIFTED A LITTLE MORE TO THE RIGHT AS IT TRAVELED ANOTHER ONE HALF MILE THROUGH A NEIGHBORHOOD WITH ADDITIONAL TREE DAMAGE AND DAMAGE TO PORTABLE BUILDINGS AND ROOFS. THE TORNADO APPEARS TO HAVE LIFTED OR DISSIPATED NEAR THE INTERSECTION OF SPRINGVALE DRIVE AND ALLENHURST DRIVE.

NO INJURIES OR DEATHS WERE REPORTED.
A. Cove Harbor
B. Old Theater Road
C. Medina Base Road
D. Flair Drive
E. Daytona Drive
G. Post Office
H. Parking Lot
I. Valley Hi Drive
J. Construction Site
K. Cedarhurst Drive
M. Dumont Drive
N. Chadwick Drive
O. Baywell Drive
Q. Appleton
R. Allenhurst at Springvale